How to draw:

DARWIN

Start by drawing a squashed circle, with the outline of the head marked out. This makes the basic shape of Darwin’s head. Then add a rectangle for the body.

Add some circles for eyes, and a mouth outline as shown above.

Draw some guidelines for the arms and legs and a sausage shape for the feet.

Using the template for the face define the features by drawing in the pupils and tongue. Draw a semi-circle for the tail.

Using your guides mark out Darwin’s arms, hands and legs. Draw in his eyebrows, and trainers.

Draw over Darwin’s outline with a thick black marker. Rub out the guides and any sketchy lines. Colour him in and Whoohoo! It’s Darwin!

You will need: A pencil, a piece of plain paper, an eraser, black marker pen and colouring pens. You should remember to draw lightly to begin with so you can rub out your rough lines easily.